KAS Mail-SEcure

What Do We Do?

- Comprehensive and complete email protection suite
- Protects the entire network against all known Viruses, Trojan-horses, Spam and malicious codes
- Secures internal mail server and is complementary to the Firewall

KAS Mail-SEcure Key Features

- Powerful perimeter security enforcement with SMTP protocol hardening
- Hardened OS (Operating System)
- Multi-layer Anti-Spam system
- Multi-layer Anti-Virus system
- Four-tier policy enforcement (Global, Domain, Group, User)
- LDAP support (authentication and user/group synchronization)
- Mail Encryption solution (optional)
- Inappropriate Content Control (optional)
- High availability
- Scalability

Perimeter Level Security Approach

- Filters up to 90% of threats at the perimeter level
- Increases security
- Saves bandwidth and reduces system resources
- Eliminates False Positive
- Improves detection rate

Content Inspections

Multi-layer Anti-Spam system

- Total Detection ratio of more than 99% and almost zero False-Positives (inc. perimeter security)
- Based on proven RPD technology
- Inspection on 10% of total incoming SMTP connections
- External database lookups
- Anti-phishing
Anti-Spam

- Multi-layer Anti-Spam system
- Detection ratio of more than 98% and less than 0.01% False-Positives
- Perimeter level detection:
  - External RBL lookups, with Local RBL database
  - With IP Reputation
  - New NextGen Greylisting Method
- Harvest prevention (DHA):
- Recurrent Pattern Detection

Multi Layer Security (Perimeter, Envelop, Content)

Daily reports

- All users configured in the system can receive the report
- Reports can be sent to all or some of the users
- Reports can be sent as much as once every hour (recommended: 1-2 times a day)
- Users can manage their quarantine, Black and White lists and release blocked mail from within the daily report

Want to join us?

Please register to http://kasmailsecure.pt-kas.co.id
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Other Solution:
✓ KAS OSG (Outbound Spam Guard)
✓ KAS CSG (Carrier Safe Gateway)